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ABSTRACT 
Let p be a norm on K”, where K = R or K = C. If S E K”, ’ is a nonsingular 
matrix, let ps be the norm on K”, defined by p,(x) = p(Sx) for all r E K”. This 
note gives some conditions on S for which p, has a certain monotonicity property, 
and characterizes p by monotonicity properties of all norms p, with S in a given 
group of unitary (orthogonal) matrices. In particular, we obtain the following charac- 
terizations: (1) If p is an Zy-norm, 1 < q < ~0, all matrices S are described for which 
p, is weakly monotonic. (2) If f or each unitary (orthogonal) matrix S E K” ’ the 
norm p, is quasimonotonic, then p is a positive multiple of the I,-norm. 0 Elsevier 
Science Inc., 1997 
INTRODUCTION 
In this note K represents either the field R of real numbers or the field C 
of complex numbers, K” is the n-dimensional K-vector space of column 
vectors x = (x1,. . . , x,,)~, and K n,n is the space of all n X n matrices with 
entries in K. The standard basis of K” is denoted by {el,. . . , e,}. The space 
K” is endowed with the standard inner product (x, y > ++ y* x ( y* is the 
conjugate transpose of y> and with the E,-norm x e Z,(X) = (x*x)“‘. The 
symbols I . I, Re(-1, Id->, sgd-1, and < are to be interpreted component- 
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wise when applied to vectors or matrices. The Hadamard (or componentwise) 
product of vectors X, y E K n is denoted by x 0 y. We denote the identity 
matrix of size k by I,. 
A norm on K” is a functional p : K” -+ R satisfying the properties (1) 
p(r) > 0 for all x E K”, with equality iff x = 0; (2) p(k) = ]A] p(x) for all 
A E K and x E K”; (3) p(x + y) < p(r) + p(y) for all x, y E K”. A norm 
p on K” is called monotonic if ] x] < ] y] implies p(r) < p(y); absolute if 
p(x) = ~(1x1) for all x E K”; subabsolute if p(x) Q p(lxl> for all x E K”; 
qua&monotonic if 0 < x Q y implies p(x) Q p( y); and weakly monotonic if 
p(r) < p(y) for all X, y E K” such that xj = yj for all j = 1,. . . , n except 
for j = k, for which xk = 0. 
Monotonicity and absoluteness are equivalent (see [l] or [5]), and imply 
weak monotonicity and subabsoluteness. It is shown in [6] that the properties 
of weak monotonicity and subabsoluteness are independent and both imply 
quasimonotonicity. A simple proof that a subabsolute norm is quasimonotonic 
can be derived directly from the proof of Theorem 5.5.10 of [5]. Weak 
monotonicity is known also as * orthant monotonicity (see [lo]), and coincides 
for K = R with orthant monotonicity introduced in [2]. 
Let p be a norm on K”, and let S E K”,” be a nonsingular matrix. Then 
the functional p, : x t+ p(Sx) is a norm on K” that is called the S-trunsfim 
of p. In this paper we study the conditions on S for which the norm p, has 
one of the above-mentioned monotonicity properties. In particular, when p is 
an Is-norm, 1 < 9 < w, we obtain a description of all matrices S for which 
p, is weakly monotonic. As a consequence we get a special case of characteri- 
zations given in [3] and [4]. We consider also the following problem: Charac- 
terize p so that ps has a certain monotonicity property for all S in a given 
subgroup of the group of all unitary (orthogonal) matrices on K”. In particu- 
lar, we show that all transforms p, with unitary (orthogonal) matrices S are 
quasimonotonic if and only if p is a positive multiple of the Z,-norm. Similar 
problems are considered also in a survey [7]. 
Our proofs are unified in the sense that the real and the complex cases 
are covered simultaneously. They are mainly based on geometry and tech- 
niques of mathematical analysis, so we recall some additional definitions and 
notation. 
Let p be a norm on K”. The subdifferential of p at x E K” is the set 
dp(x) := {UE K”: P(X + Y) - P(X) a Re(v*y) for all y E K”} . 
If we adopt the standard identification of C” with R’” (see for example [2]), 
this definition of the subdifferential and its following properties can be found 
in [9]. 
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The subdifferential +(x> is a nonempty, convex, and compact subset of 
K”. It is closely related to the differential of p at X. Namely, ~?p(x> is a 
one-point set {u} if and only if the R-differential of p at x equals u, i.e., 
lim P(” + y) -p(x) - R+*y) = 0 
y-0 P(Y) 
In this case we shall write ap(a) = u. If p is an I,-norm, I < 4 < m, then p 
is R-differentiable at each nonzero x E K”; moreover, 
dp( x) = p( g-q sgn( Lx) 0 (XV, 
where (Ix~“-‘>, = lx,141 forj = 1, . . . . n. 
For each x, y E K” there exists a directional derivative 
p’(x; y) = lim p(x+*y) -P(x) 
A 5 0 A 
which is related to the subdifferential of p by 
p’(x; y) = sup{Re(u*y):u E ap(x)}. 
RESULTS 
LEMMA 1. Let p be a norm on K”, and let x, y E K” be given. Then 
P(X) G P(” + AY) for aZZ A E K (I) 
if and only if there exists u E ap(x) such that u* y = 0; 
P(T) G P(” + AY) for all h E R+ (2) 
if and onZy if there exists u E dp(x) such that Re(u* y) > 0; and 
p(x + Ay) <p(x + My) for all A E K (3) 
implies that there exists u E dp(x) such that u* y > 0. 
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Proof. The first equivalence follows easily from [lo, Proposition 2.31. 
To prove the second equivalence, note first that by [9, Theorem 23.11 (2) 
is equivalent to p’(x; y) > 0, and therefore to 
sup{Re(u*y) :u E ~?p(x)} > 0. 
Since dp( x) is compact, (2) holds if and only if Re(u* y) > 0 for some 
u E dp(x). 
Obviously (3) is equivalent to 
P(x+MgnA)Y) 744 ~ p(x+IAly) -p(x) 
IN IAl 
for-all A E K\{O}; 
hence it implies that 
P’(Xi PY) G p’b; y) for all CL E K, I pl = 1. 
It follows that 
sup{Re(w*y):u E dp(x)} < sup{Re(u*y):u E @(IX)} 
for all p E K satisfying I pI = 1. Using the fact that 
sup{ Re( PV) : p E K, I PI = 1) = I VI, v E K, 
we get 
sup{lu*yl:u E dp(x)} < sup{ Re( u* y) : u E +I( x)} . 
Since Jp( x) is compact, there exists a u E dp( x) such that u* y > 0. 
THEOREM 2. Let p be a norm on K”, and let S E K”*” be a given 
nonsingular matrix. Then 
(1) p, is weakly monotonic if and only if for each x, y E K” satisfying 
x 0 y = 0 there exists a u E dp( Sx) such that u*Sy = 0; 
(2) p, is quasiwwnotonic if and only if for each x, y E K” satisfying 
x > 0, y > 0, and x 0 y = 0 there exists a u E dp(Sx) such that Re(u*Sy) 
> 0; 
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(3) Zf p, is subabsolute, then for each x, y E K” satisfying x > 0, y 2 0, 
and x 0 y = 0 there exists a u E dp(Sr) such that u*Sy > 0. 
Proof. Observe that 
dp,( z) = s* ap( Sz) for all z E K 
[9, Theorem 23.91, and combine Lemma 1 with the following simple facts: 
(1) p, is weakly monotonic if and only if p,(x) < ps(x + y) for all 
x, y E K” satisfying x 0 y = 0; 
(2) p, is quasimonotonic if and only if ps(x) < p,(x + y) for all x, y E 
K” satisf$ng x > 0, y 2 0, and x 0 y = 0; 
(3) If p, is subabsolute, then p,(x + Ay) < ps(lx + A yl) = ps(x + 
IhI y) for all x, y E K” satisfying x > 0, y > 0, and x 0 y = 0. ??
COROLLARY 3. Let S E K”,” be a nonsingular matrix, let p be an 
R-differentiable norm on K”, and define Jp(S> := [ap(Se,), . . . , dp(Se,,)] E 
K”, “. Then: 
(1) Zf ps is weakly monotonic, then S” (3pC.S) is diagonal. 
(2) Zf p, is quasimonotonic, then Ke[S* ap( > 0. 
(3) Zf p, is subabsolute, then S* Jp(S) > 0. 
Prorjf. For every pair of different indices i, j take x = e,, y = ‘j in 
Theorem 2, and note that u* dp(u) 2 0 for all u E K”. W 
REMARK 4. It follows easily from Theorem 2 that if n = 2 then the 
necessity condition of (1) [respectively (211 in Corollary 3 is also sufficient for 
ps to be weakly monotonic [respectively quasimonotonic]. 
Since there exists a norm p on R3 that is not quasimonotonic even 
though dp(Z) is diagonal and ap(Z) > 0, the converse of cl), (2), and (3) 
does not hold in general. Nevertheless, for the I,-norm we have the following 
result. 
THEOREM 5. Let S E K”, n he a nonsingular matrix, and let p be the 
I,-norm on K”. Then 
(1) p, is monotonic, absolute, or weakly monotonic if and only if S*S is 
diagonal; 
(2) p, is quasimonotonic if and only if Re(S*S) 2 0; 
(3) ps is subabsolute if and only if S*S > 0. 
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Proof. Note that ap( x) = x for all x E K” and therefore +(S> = S. 
(1): If S*S is diagonal, then Ixl*S*Slxl = x*S*Sx for each x E K”, and 
hence p, is absolute. Since monotonicity is equivalent to absoluteness and 
implies weak monotonicity, Corollary 3 completes the proof of (1). 
(2): If Re(S*S) > 0, then Re( y*S*Sx) > 0, and therefore ps(x) < p, 
(x + y> for all vectors x, y E K” satisfying x > 0, y 2 0; p, is therefore 
quasimonotonic. The converse follows from Corollary 3. 
(3): If S*S > 0, then Ixl*S*Slxl > x*S*Sx for each x E K”, so p, is 
subabsolute. The converse follows from Corollary 3. ??
If p is an Zq-norm with 1 < 9 # 2, a matrix S for which the p,-transform 
is weakly monotonic or monotonic can be characterized as follows. 
THEOREM 6. Let S E K", ” be nonsingular, let p be the I,-norm on K”, 
and suppose 1 < 9 E R, 9 # 2. Then: 
(1) p, is weakly monotonic if and only if there exist permutation matrices 
P, Q E K”*” and a nonsingular diagonal matrix D E K”- n such that PSQ = 
S, D with 
where forj = 1,. . . , r 
c( vj) E b. -‘,. t [ 1 I I vj E K, lvjl = 1, 0 < arg vj < r. 
(2) Zf K = R, th en p, is monotonic or absolute if and only if it is weakly- 
monotonic. In this case, S, = C(1) @ *-* Q C(1) @ Zn_2r. Zf K = C, then p, 
is monotonic or absolute if and only if there exists a permutation matrix 
R E K”,” such that RS is diagonal. 
Proof. (1): Let p, be weakly monotonic. It follows from Theorem 2 that 
for each j E {l, . . . , n) 
(Sx)* dp( Sej) = 0 for all x E ej’ . 
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Since S is nonsingular, this implies that 
S(et) = [dp(Sej)]' , j = l,..., n. (5) 
Using Theorem 2 again, 
therefore (5) ensures that 
we get (Se,j)* dp(Sx) = 0 for all x E eJL , and 
( Sej)* dp( u) = 0 for all u E [ Jp( Se,)] L . 
Since +(w) = p(w)r-4 sgn(w>~ lwlqll, 0 # w E K”, it follows that for 
each u = Sej, j = 1,. . . , n, we have 
u*(sgn(u) 0 IfAl’-‘) = 0 =a u*(sgn(u) 0 lu19-‘) = 0. (6) 
We claim that 
(a) ukUl # 0 implies lUkl = 1~~1; 
(b) ukuIu,,, = 0 for all choices of different indices k, 1, and m. 
To show (a), suppose that ukul f 0, k # 1, and take 
u = sgn( ill) 1u1j9- ‘ek - sgn( i&) Iul;lq- ‘ep 
Then u*(sgn(u)~ lulq-‘> = 0, and therefore by (6) 
0 = Uk sgl+) IUJ- 1 + iii sgn( q) hg- l 
= ii/( s!g+q luIl(q-‘)” - Ul sgn(iLJ IuJq-‘)2. 
It follows that Iuklq(q-2) = lu11q(q-2); hence Iukl = lull (9 z 2). 
To prove (b), suppose that ukulu, # 0 for some given choice of different 
indices k, 1, and m, and take 
u = %d”k) ek + ?d”l) el - 2sgntufn) ent. 
By (a), u* @r(u)0 Iu~‘-~) = 0, and hence (6) implies that 
u*(sgn(z+ )u19- ‘) = 0. A n easy calculation shows that 1~~1 + lull - 29-11u,,,l 
= 0 and consequently 2 q-l = 2. This is a contradiction, since 9 # 2. 
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It follows from (a) and (b) that for each j E 11, . . . , n} there exist 
different indices o(j), p(j) such that 
sej = 'jCea(j) + Pjefi(j)) 
for some Aj, pj E K satisfying Aj # 0 and 1 pjl = 1 or pj = 0. This implies 
that 
sg(Sej)oISej19m1 = lAj19-2Se,. j = l,...,n; 
Corollary 3 ensures that {Se,, . . . , Se,} is an orthogonal basis of K”. 
Let Ji be the set of all indices j satisfying 1 pjl = 1, and let J2 be the set 
of all indices j satisfying pj = 0. If k and 1 are different indices of Ji, then 
exactly one of the following two possibilities occurs: 
MkL PW n WL PW = 0, (7) 
or 
a(k) = a(l), P(k) = P(z)> and pA+~l=O. (8) 
If k and Z are different indices in J2, then a(k) z a(Z). If k E J1 and 
1 E J2, then a(Z) z a(k) and o(Z) z P(k). It follows that for each k E J1 
there exists a unique 1 E J, satisfying (8) and such that all other indices 
1 E Ji \ {k) satisfy (7). It is now routine to verify that there exist permutation 
matrices P, Q, and a nonsingular diagonal matrix D such that PSQ = S, D, 
where S, satisfies (4) (and 2r = IJ,[). 
To prove the converse, suppose that S is of the prescribed form (4). Since 
p is permutation invariant, and x 0 y = 0 is equivalent to (DQ-‘x)0 
(DQ-‘2~) = 0, p, is weakly monotonic if and only if psO is weakly mono- 
tonic. Using (4,) it suffices to prove that for each v E K satisfying I VI = 1 the 
C( v)-transform j&v) of the I,-norm 6 on K ’ is weakly monotonic. An easy 
computation shows that C(V)* d$(C( v)) = C(V)* C( V) = I,, so Remark 4 
ensures that the norm ~5~~~) is weakly monotonic. 
(2): Since S, = C(V,) @ .*. @ C(V,) @ ZnP2,., the proof of (2) reduces to 
the two-dimensional case with C( vj> instead of S,. 
If K = R, then by part (1) S, = C(1) @ --* @ C(1) @ Zn_2r. The case 
with C(1) is then easy. If K = C, it suffices to show that r = 0. To this end, 
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assume that r > 1, put 
E = C(v) diag(a, b) E C”,‘, IV1 = 1, <Lb # 0, 
and suppose that the E-transform of the I,-norm on C’ is absolute. Applying 
this absolute norm to [l, ei4]r, we get 
la + he’qq + In - be”~lq = Ia + hy + In - hl” thr all 4 E R. 
Because (1 z 2, it is easy to see that this is impossible, and hence r = 0. ??
The characterization (2) in Theorem 6 is a special case of [4, Theorem 
3.2(a)], where a quite different approach is used. A similar result is obtained 
in [3] for rectangular matrices. It would be interesting to obtain analogous 
results for norms that are quasimonotonic or subabsolute. 
One of our main results characterizes the 12-norm as follows. 
THEOHEM 7. Let p he a given nom on K “. The f&wing thrw 
conditions are equivalent: 
(a> ps is monotonic for each nonsingular nlatrix S E K” ” such that S* S 
is diagonal. 
(b) p, is quasimonotonic jbr each unitary (orthogonal) nultrix S E K”. ‘I. 
(c) There exists a real a > 0 such that p(x) = al,(x) for all x E K”. 
Proof. We give the proof for K = C; the same argument works for 
K = R if one replaces all references to unitary matrices by references to real 
orthogonal matrices. 
The implication (a) 3 (b) is clear. 
(b) 3 (c): Suppose that n > 1, fix a nonzero x0 E K” and take am 
x E K” such that x0 and x are linearly independent. Let (u,, . . . , u,,} he & 
orthonormal basis of K” such that 
x - px, 
=- 
9 ri;‘,j) ) UP = 
I,( x - /.&x0) ’ p E K, 
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and let V E K”,” be defined by Vej = I+ for j = 1,. . . , n. Then there exists 
a unitary U E K”. ” satisfying 
USC, = Ax, 
* = ~2(%) 
Z,(x) ’ 
and V* W = W @ l,,_2, where 
w= t’ ;“, 
[ 1 x,*x 2 1’2 r = t = (1 - /2(xo)/2(x) ’ 171 > 0. 
Note that the eigenvalues of W (in C) are of the form ei6, epi4, 0 < 4 < 7r. 
For each natural number m let W,,, E K2’ 2 be a unitary matrix with 
eigenvalues e”+lm, e-i6/m, such that (W,)“’ = W. Then 
U,,, = V(Wm CB Z,_,)V* E K"," 
satisfies (UJm = U. 
Take any z E K2 satisfying z*z = 1, fur m, note that Iz* W, zI Q 1, and 
choose an orthonormal basis {wr, w2} of C2 such that 
W,w, = eibimwl, w w = ,-{O/m m 2 w2* 
Then z = [rwr + t2w2 for some tr, t2 E C, and 1511” + 15212 = l* It fol- 
lows that 
Iz*umz12 = cos2 2 m + (lg,l” - 15212)2sin2 t. 
Thus 1 z* W,,, ZI & Icos(+/m>l, and therefore 
lim Iz*W,zlm = 1. 
m-m 
Since 
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it follows that the sequence 
satisfies lim,,, (AJ” = 1. 
For each m > 2 put x,(m) = x,) and 
xk(m) = L%rk- dm), k = l,...,m. 
Then x,, := x,,,(m) satisfies 
x 
I,, 
= ( h,)m(Um)mxo = ( h,)7”Uxo = ( AJrnAx, 
and therefore by continuity of p 
(9) 
We claim that p( x0) < p( x, ). An easy computation shows that 
x,_,(m)*[xk(m) -x,_,(m)] = IA,12~k-2(m)*[x~-l(m) -x,-dm)l> 
and hence 
x,_,(m)*[x,(m) -x,_,(m)] = IA,,12(k-1)x0(m)*[ x1(m) -x,(m)] =O 
for k = 1,. . ., m. Since x0 and x are linearly independent, the equality 
(U,JrnX” = Ax shows that x,_,(m) z 0 and x,(m) - x,_,(m) + 0. 
Let 
Xk- 1(m) rk(m) - rk-r(m) 
~2(Xk-lW) ’ l,(xk(m) - xk-dm)> 
be the first and the second column of a unitary Sk(m) E K”,“. Then 
0 Q Sk(m)-’ ~~_~(rn) < S,(m)-‘xk(m), 
and quasi-monotonicity of the norm pskcmj implies that 
P(xk- Km)) = ps,&Sk(m)Y’ r,E,) 
G ps,c4(Sk(m)Y’rk(m)) = p(rk(m)). 
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This yields 
p(q)) = p(q)(m)) < p@,(m)) G -** G P(M4> = PhA 
and the claim follows. 
Using (9), we get 
Interchanging x0 and x gives the reverse inequality, so 
PC x0> 
P(X) = Za(xo)Z2W~ 
and (c) follows easily. 
The implication (c) * (a) is a part of Theorem 5. ??
The group of all linear isometries of the space (K”, I,> consists of all 
unitary matrices when K = C, and all real orthogonal matrices when K = R. 
Theorem 7 ensures that this group is rich enough to make possible a 
monotonicity characterization of Z,-norm. It is tempting to conjecture that a 
similar characterization holds for an arbitrary Zq-norm on K”, 1 < q < m 
[replacing unitary matrices in (b) by 1 inear isometries of (K”, Zq) and the 
Z,-norm in (cl by the Zq-norm]. The group G of all linear isometries of the 
space (K”, Z,), where 1 Q q < m and 9 # 2, consists of all generalized 
permutation matrices (see [8] for a short proof), hence it is independent of 9. 
Therefore, we cannot expect that quasimonotonicity of p, for each S E G 
implies that p is a positive multiple of the I,-norm. However, we have the 
following result. 
THEOREM 8. Let G be the group of all generalized permutation matrices, 
and let G, be its subgroup consisting of all diagonal unitary (orthogonal) 
matrices E E K”,“. For a norm p on K”, the following three conditions are 
equivalent: 
(a) p is weakly monotonic. 
(b) p, is weakly monotonic for each S E G (or each S E G,). 
(c) p, is quasimonotonic for each S E G (or each S E G,). 
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Proof. (a) - (b): Suppose that p is weakly monotonic, and take any 
S E G. By [8] there exists a permutation matrix P E K”,” and some E E G,, 
such that S = PE. If D E K”,” satisfies 0 < D < I,, then ED = DE and 
0 < D, = PDP- ’ < I,. It follows by [6] that 
PS( I’4 = P(D,( PEx)) G P( PEx) = PS( x) 
holds for all x E K”, and hence 1’s is weakly monotonic. 
(b) =j (c): Obvious. 
(c) * (a): Suppose that p satisfies Cc), take any x E K”, and choose 
E E G,, such that El XI = x. If D E K", ” satisfies 0 < D < I,,, then 0 < 
DI x 1 < 1 x 1, and therefore by [6] 
p( Dx) = pE( DE-h) < pK(lxl) = p(x). 
It follows that p is weakly monotonic. ??
A similar characterization holds for monotonic norms. 
THEOREM 9. Let G be the group of all generalized permutation matrices, 
and let G, be its subgroup consisting of all diagonal unitary (orthogonal) 
matrices E E K”,“. For a norm p on K” the following three condit&s are 
equicalent : 
k’, p y monotonic. 
p, is monotonic for each S E G (or each S E G,). 
(c) P,~ is subabsolute for each S E G (or each S E G,,). 
Proof. We shall use the fact that a norm is monotonic if and only if it is 
absolute. 
(a) 3 (b): Suppose p is monotonic, take any S E G, and note that 
lS\xll = ISxl for all x E K”. Then 
p,(M) = p( SIxI> = p( I SIX I) = p( ISXI) = p( Sr) = ps( x) 
for all x E K”, and hence (b) follows. 
(b) - Cc>: obvious. 
(c) j (a): Suppose p satisfies (c), take any I E K”. and choose E E Go 
such that Elx( = x. Then 
p(lxl) = pE( E-2~) < p,(lE-‘~1) = pE( 1x1) = p(x). 
Since p is also subabsolute, we get p(x) = p(l-2.0, and hence (a) follows. w 
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